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EVLA Project Overview

• The Expanded Very Large Array is a major 

upgrade of the Very Large Array

• The fundamental goal is to improve all the 

observational capabilities of the VLA -- except 

spatial resolution -- by at least an order of 

magnitude

• The Project began in 2001, and will be 

completed in 2012.  
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Key EVLA Project Goals

• Full frequency coverage from 1 to 50 GHz.
– 8 frequency bands with cryogenic receivers.

– Two independent simultaneously available frequency pairs, 
of up to 8 GHz bandwidth/polarization each, with no tuning 
restrictions.  

• <1 Jy point-source continuum sensitivity (1- , 1-Hr), 
(most bands)

• Noise-limited, full-field imaging in all Stokes 
parameters for most observational fields.

• New ‘WIDAR’ correlator with 8 GHz/polarization 
capability
– Designed, funded, and constructed by our Canadian 

partners, HIA/DRAO

– Essentially comprises 64 separate full-polarization ‘sub-
correlators’, each of maximum 128 MHz BW with 256 
channels.  

– Unprecedented flexibility in allocating resources.  
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Overall EVLA Performance Goals

Parameter VLA EVLA Factor

Point Source Sensitivity (1- , 12 hr.) 10 Jy 1 Jy 10 

Maximum BW in each polarization 0.1 GHz 8 GHz 80 

# of frequency channels at max. BW 16 16,384 1024 

Maximum number of freq. channels 512 4,194,304 8192 

Coarsest frequency resolution 50 MHz 2 MHz 25 

Finest frequency resolution 381 Hz 0.12 Hz 3180 

# of full-polarization sub-correlators 2 64 32

(Log) Frequency Coverage (1 – 50 GHz) 22% 100% 5 

The EVLA’s performance will be vastly better than the VLA’s:
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The Benefits of Leveraged Investments

• VLA Antennas are (old-
fashioned) 25-meter 
parabaloids. 

– Off-axis Cassegrain 
optics.  

– Change band by 
rotating subreflector

• Disadvantages:

– Big and slow 

– Not the best choice for 
fast wide-field surveys

• Advantages:

– Paid for!

– Work great!

– Excellent performance 
up to 50 GHz. 
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Full Frequency Coverage and 

Outstanding Performance

• There are eight cassegrain 

feeds, tightly packed 

around the feed ring.  

Band 

(GHz)

Tsys/

1-2 L 58

2-4 S 45

4-8 C 48

8-12 X 53

12-18 Ku 68

18-26.5 K 80

26.5-40 Ka 115

40-50 Q 150 - 360

L

K

Q
Ka

X
C

S

Ku

Feed

Heaters
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Full-Band Receiver Availability Timescale

• Note that during transition, L, C, X, K and Q band receivers are on 

all antennas.  
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The ‘WIDAR’ Correlator

• Accepts four input ‘baseband’ pairs of up to 2 GHz BW each.

• Each input is digitally sub-divided into 16 ‘sub-band’ pairs.

• Each of the 4*16 = 64 sub-band pairs can be considered as a 
separate full-polarization ‘sub-correlator’, with 256 channels.  

Sub-band

1      2       3      4       5      6       7       8      9      10    11    12     13    14     15    16BBP

1

2

3

4

R - 2 GHz

L - 2 GHz

R - 2 GHz

L - 2 GHz

R - 2 GHz

L - 2 GHz

R - 2 GHz

L - 2 GHz

1 sub-band pair with 

RQ = 4:
256 channels for

1, 2, or 4 polarization products

Maximum SBW = 128 MHz

Quadrant

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Four Active Baseband Pairs
Initial Quantization = 3 bits

Re-Quantization = 4 bits
4 Input

Baseband 

Pairs:
3-bits @

4.096 

Gsamp/sec

Frequency 1

Frequency 2

Frequency 3

Frequency 4

There are 64 independent sub-band pairs, 

each with its own center frequency, bandwidth, and 

polarization combination
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Results from Early PTC Testing

• 1244-1756 MHz

• 8192 x 62.5 kHz
(13 km/s for local 
HI)

• Final EVLA:
–512 MHz (z=0-0.3)

–@ 7.8 kHz (1.7 
km/s)

HI
VLA

polarizer
satellites

ABQ

radars

Current VLA: 6.25 

MHz @ 98 kHz512 MHz

12-minute Vector average of a single baseline, on 3C84.

Eight sub-bands, each 64 MHz wide, each with 1024 channels.
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Zooming in:  3C84 @ 1.5 GHz

• 1376-1384 MHz 
(one 8 MHz 
subband)

• 4096 x 1.95 kHz
(0.4 km/s)

HI absorption in 

host galaxy.  
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WIDAR Flexibility

• Each of the 64 sub-band pairs:

– Is independently tunable to any frequency*

– Has a sub-band width of any of 128, 64, 32, …, .03125 MHz

– Has recirculation available* (doubles the number of spectral 

channels for each halving of the sub-band width)

– Can utilize the computational resources of any number of other 

sub-band pairs (trading bandwidth for channels).  

• Number of channels is from 16384 to 4194304

• Frequency resolution is from 2 MHz to 0.19 Hz.

• Numerous special modes:

– Pulsar binning and gating                

– Phased array

– Burst mode

– Multiple subarrays

*  There are some limitations

• 7-bit internal mode (for high linearity)

• Multiple subarrays

• Online RFI excision

• Mixed 3-bit/8-bit inputs
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WIDAR Installation

• The WIDAR correlator is now being installed into its 
specially shielded room at the VLA site.  

• Initial WIDAR-0 now operating – for testing only – with
– 8 antennas, 4 sub-bands (512 MHz bandwidth)

Air Conditioners

Ken Sowinski

Power Backup/Conditioners

~100 dB 

Shielded Chamber
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Initial WIDAR Capabilities

• All 128 Station Boards and 128 Baseline Boards 

will be on site by the end of this year.  

• Growth in observational capabilities will be set 

by growth of software capabilities.

• Basic initial observational mode (Jan 2010):

– All converted EVLA antennas

– Two independently tunable sub-band pairs with 64 

channels for each of eight cross-correlations, OR

– One tunable sub-band pair, with 256 channels for 

each of two cross-corrrelations.  

– Sub-band width adjustable to 128/2n MHz (n = 0, … 

12).
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WIDAR Growth

• The expansion in observational capabilities will be rapid, 
but measured.  

• All initial observations will be with the ‘fundamental 
homogeneous correlator setup’
– All sub-band pairs with the same width and channelization, 

arranged to maximize total bandwidth coverage.  

• Resident observers (RSRO program) should have 
access to (for all available EVLA antennas):
– 2 GHz/polarization BW by March 2010

– 8 GHz/polarization BW by summer 2010.  

– Recirculation by late 2010

– Independent sub-band tuning by early 2011

– Flexible resource allocation by mid 2011.  

• Schedule for availability of special modes is 
undetermined.  
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Archiving Issues

• Data rates can be large, but generally not outrageous.  

• Important issue of how to export large (~ 1 TB) datasets to users.  

Driver Target Date % time
Max rate 

(MB/s)

Mean rate 

(MB/s)

Volume 

(TB/yr)

Now (VLA Correlator) 100 .06 .02 0.5

Prototype Correlator (PTC) Aug08 small 8 n/a n/a

WIDAR-0 Mar09 small 20 0.1 4

256 MHz bandwidth; 1024 channels max; 1 sec min dump Mar10 90 .23 0.08 2

2 GHz bandwidth; 8096 channels max; .1 sec min dump Mar10 10 2 0.6 2

8 GHz bandwidth; 32384 channels max; .1 sec min dump; 

only ~10 antennas with 3-bit samplers
Jun10 10 16 5 16

8 GHz bandwidth; 1048576 channels max; .1 sec min dump Oct10 10 75 20 60

2 GHz bandwidth; 8096 channels max; .1 sec min dump Jun11 90 2 0.6 20

8 GHz bandwidth; 1048576 channels max; .1 sec min dump Jan13 100 75 20 600
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Calibration Challenges

• How to efficiently calibrate the gains and bandpasses for 64 sub-

correlators, simultaneously (or at least efficiently)?

• 2:1 bandwidth ratios for lower frequency bands means calibrator 

source structure changes within a band must be taken into account.  

• Many new/improved methodologies to be developed

– Improved referenced pointing, dense calibrator grid, fast switching …

• Automated flagging/excision definitely required.

• Polarization calibration especially challenging – managing variations 

with:

– Frequency

– Angle (beam polarization)

– Time

• The goal is to enable noise-limited imaging in all Stokes, at all 

bands, throughout the primary beam!
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3C147, an Unpolarized Source, 

at 1485 MHz, 8 hours, 50 MHz BW

Peak = 21241 mJy, = 0.21 mJy

Max background object = 24 mJy

Peak = 4 mJy, = 0.8 mJy

Peak at 0.02% level – but not 

noise limited!

I Q

Good – if the polarization of 3C147 is the goal.  

Not so good for polarimetry on the background sources.
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Imaging Challenges

• Full-field, high-resolution imaging with 2:1 bandwidth 
ratio is close to the ultimate synthesis imaging challenge:
– Multi-frequency synthesis (accounting for source spectral 

coverage in u-v plane)

– Primary beam scales with wavelength

– Non-coplanar baselines 

– Primary beam angular variations (pointing, polarization structure)

– Sanjay and Urvashi will be speaking on these topics later.  

• THE ultimate synthesis imaging challenge may be to 
combine these with mosaicing.  
– I guarantee somebody will have reason to do this …

• Although the fundamentals of, and the solutions to, these 
issues may be ‘understood in principle’, there is a large 
gap between where we are now, and where we must be 
to make this facility conveniently useable to the 
community.  
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Summary

• The EVLA, under construction since 2000, is nearly 

here.  

• Orders-of-magnitude increases in data rates from the 

WIDAR correlator start early next year.  

• Interesting challenges in calibration and imaging lie 

before us.  

• The fabulous science potential of this facility will not be 

achieved without effective, efficient solutions to the 

issues noted.  

• We’re going to need help!  

• It’s a good time to get involved.  


